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In the existing literature on nonlinear conservation laws, it is customary to 
assume that characteristic fields which are not linearly degenerate are in fact 
genuinely nonlinear. For the equations of compressible flow, this means that 
the pressure is a convex function of the volume. H. A. Bethe has investigated 
some of the conditions which cause this assumption to break down, and he has 
also studied some of the consequences of this breakdown. In this paper, we 
show that, assuming isentropic flow, one can obtain similarly detailed informa- 
tion about the Riemann problem for nonconvex gases as for convex ones. An 
important reason for doing this is that in many applications the pressure is given 
only as a table, and intermediate values are obtained by interpolation. Thus, 
the pressure used in the computation may not be convex even though the 
actual pressure is. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Compressible isentropic flow in Lagrangian coordinates is governed by the 
system of equations 
Ut + p, = 0, 
Z’f - u, = 0, 
where u is velocity with respect to the Lagrangian coordinate x, v is specific 
volume, and 
p = p(v) = pressure. 
Thermodynamics requires that p’(v) < 0 for v > 0: this means that the 
characteristic speeds 
are real. 
+=-&-j7, A,== + d-p’ 
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Under the assumption that p” > 0, one can completely describe the struc- 
ture of shock waves and rarefaction waves. Using this knowledge, the Riemann 
problem can be solved in general. This is done by constructing the shock 
and rarefaction curves corresponding to any point (u,, , q,). Let 21 and 
u = Si(UO ) v. , v) 
be an i-shock lying to the right of (u,, , v,,). Then 
where 
U=S~=u,-~~lp-poIIv-v-J,I, 
v > v. for i = 2, 
2’ < vo fori = 1. 
We are using the convention that whenever the argument of p is unspecified 
it is v. Putting 
we have 
Xi(V) < ui < h,(q)). 
The set of all rarefaction waves lying to the right of (u,, , q,) is described 
by the function 
u = Yi(Ug > VJ , 4=uo+I j~ow~~j> 
where 
zi < 2’0 for i = 2, 
v > vo fori = 1. 
Let the curves u = Ri(uo , v. , v) be defined as follows: 
R,(u, ) no, 7)) = &o ’ VII ’ 4 
I 
0 < v < 2’0 
Yl(UO > vo T 4, vo < v 
R,(u, , o. , w) = s2(uo ’ Oo ’ 4, 
I 
z’o < 21 
y,(uo 7 a, ,4, O<v<7Jo 
It is easy to see that these functions of o are twice continuously differentiable, 
monotone, and that R, is concave and that R, is convex. 
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Considerations of the magnitudes of wave speeds show that the Riemann 
problem can never resolve into two distinct waves of the same family. There- 
fore, the initial discontinuity always decays into a l-wave followed by a 
‘-wave. For example, if the right state is the point (ul , q) in Fig. 1, then we 
get a rarefaction 2-shock decomposition as in Fig. 2. However, if the right 
state lies above the curves rl and rs , whether or not the solution exists at all 




In [5] and more generally in [4], the following inclusion theorem is proved. 
Let C(u, V) be the region in the (u, w) plane between and including the curves 
T~(u,,  w,, , w) and ss(u, , oO , v). Then if 
then 
Finally, concerning interactions of waves of the same family, two shocks 
or a shock and a rarefaction always collide; two rarefactions never collide. 
In the remainder of the paper we consider the Riemann problem, the 
inclusion theorem, and interactions for nonconvex pressures. 
2. 
We no longer assume 
only isolated zeros. 
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GENERALIZED WAVE CURVES 
that p(v) is convex: however, we allow p” to have 
In order to define wave curves, let us note that the function s2 could have 
been defined as the value U(V) which together with v > V, forms a state (u, V) 
lying to the right of (us , ,, v ) in the (x, t) plane and separated from (Us, z+,) 
by some kind of 2-wave. We can still do the same thing except that we must 
allow a sequence of 2-waves. These multiple waves have been introduced 
in [l] and [2]. 
By way of illustration, suppose there are just two points of inflection, 
p”(u) = p”(b) = 0, a < b, 
and take V, < a. Referring to Fig. 3, let a ray drawn from (pa , v,,) be tangent 
to the pressure curve at er = z+ , and intersect the curve at v = va . Now, 
for v, < v < v1 we have 
where 
h = A, ) 
so (u, V) must connect to (u,, , v,,) by a shock, i.e., 
We can continue the shock curve up to v = vr , where u = X but not beyond 
since u < h for v slightly greater than err . However, since p”(u) < 0 for 
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2’1 < w < b, h = d/i p’ 1 Increases as 2’ increases; so we can go from (ur , zl) 
to (u, 21) by a 2-rarefaction wave. So 
1 
. L’ 
u = R,(u, , zJo ,7J) = IL1 - h(x) dx 
q 
The situation for zlr < u < b is shown in Fig. 4. The solution jumps at 
the left edge of the rarefaction from (u a , z’,,) to (ur , 21~) and then changes 
continuously to (24, 29). 
FIGURE 4 
Since h decreases for a > r.‘, we cannot continue with rarefaction waves. 
We also cannot connect a shock from b to z, because the shock speed will be 
less than some of the characteristic speeds in the rarefaction wave. The R, 
curve is continued instead as follows. For each ZI in the interval b < v < o, , 
there exists y = y(v) such that 
and “I < y < b. We can construct a rarefaction wave from zlI to y and then 
go from y to 71 by a shock, for now the shock speed is greater or equal to the 
speeds in the rarefaction. Then 
1 
II(B) 
= u(wl) - 44 dx - z/l ~69 - ~(~91 I u -Y I . 
- Vl 
The form of the solution is shown in Fig. 5. There is a jump at both edges 
of the rarefaction, but 
X(right side of jump) < CT < X(left side of jump), 
where o is the speed of the jump discontinuity. 
We call the wave just constructed a double waoe from or to ZI. 
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FIGLIRE 5 
The double wave construction breaks down for v > v2 since y(vs) = z)i’. 
Now, however, the shock inequality is satisfied for a shock from v,, to v, so we 
take 
The definition of &(u,, , vO, v) for an arbitrary number of points of 





Ri Continuation Program 




If dv < 0 and p”(v,, + dv) > 0 go to B for i = 2, to -3 for i = 1. 
Continue with shock from v,, to v until a(v + dz!) < X(v + dzl). 
z, = v. 
n=n+ 1. 
Continue with rarefaction waves until a point of 
Call this point a,-, . 
Continue with double waves from x,-r (that is, a 
to y and a shock from y to v, where 
inflection is reached. 
rarefaction from z,,-l 
P(Y) - P(V) = p’(y) 
y-v 
and y lies between znP1 and a,-J. 
When double wave construction breaks down check first to see 
if y(v + dv) is still strictly between z+i and a,-, , but 
O(V + dv) < X(v + dv). If so, put z,, = v and go to B. 
Ifnot,n=n- 1. 
If n > 0 fo to c. 
Otherwise go to A. 
End. 
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The following theorem will enable us to solve the Riemann problem. 
THEOREM 1. The functions Ri(uo , w. , v) are monotone (nondecreasing for 
i = 1, nonincreasing for i = 2) in a, continuous and continuously da&rentiable 
in all three arguments. 
Proof. We prove the continuous differentiability in v for i = 2 and 
v > q, . Let U(V) = R,(u, , w, , w). 
Let a be a point at which the definition of u changes. There are four 
possibilities. 
(a) Shock on the left, rarefaction on the right. At c (J = h, so 
f (8 -) = $qu - u) = - h = !g (6 +)* 
(b) Rarefaction on one side, double wave on the other. Using the defini- 
tion of double wave, see that it is still true that 
du 
- L (p’/u - u). 
z- 2 
If O(V, y) = h(C) then the analysis is the same as (a) above. Otherwise, 
we again have the continuity of the first derivative. 
(c) Double wave on each side. We need only show that the shock speed u 
is continuous. The first double wave stops because y = z,,-, , 
g(g -)= _ m - P(y) =_ p’(z,-l). V--y 
The second wave was discontinued at a,-t because 
PC%-1) - P(W) = p’(zn-l), 
q-1 - w 
where w is the initial point of the shock part of the double wave. Then 
u2(a +)= _P@)-P(W) 
U--W 
= -P'(%l) (a - %-1) +P'(%-3 kl - 4 
B-w 
= - p'(zn-l). 
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(d) Double wave followed by a shock. The proof of continuity in this 
case is the same as in (c). 
The continuous differentiability of R, with respect to w, is proved in the 
same way. The other continuity statements are obvious, and clearly we can 
prove the theorem for each half of each curve. 
The reader should check for himself that R5 is discontinuous in case (d) 
above. 
Corresponding to the shock and rarefaction curves in the convex case we 
define the following curves: 
c&o , e’o 94 = R&o , a, 74 for v > V. , 
e&o , a, 9 v> = Wo ,oo, ~1 for v < v, , 
cho , ~0 , w> = R&o , ~0 ,4 for v < v. , 
e&o , 2’0 , ~1 = R&o 3 00 3 4 for v > u. . 
The letters c and e stand for compression and expansion and refer to the state 
of the material after the wave has passed. 
DEFINITION. [a,, b,] is the set of points in the half plane v > 0 lying 
between the curves a, and b, , where a and b can be either c or e. 
FIGURE 6 
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An examination of Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 shows that the following is a conse- 
quence of Theorem 1. 
FIGURE I 
THEOREM 2. -4 multiple wave solution of the Riemann problem always 
exists if the right hand state is in [e 1 , cp] or in [cl , cz]. In the first case, the solu- 
tion consists of a l-expansion followed by a 2-compression; in the second case 
the solution is a l-compression followed by a 2-expansion. 
In Section 4, we show that these solutions are unique in the class of solu- 
tions constructed in this way. 
Whether or not the solution exists in the regions [ci , cs] and [e, , e,] 
depends on the asymptotic behavior of p(t?) at zero and infinity. For example, 
it is easy to see that if p”(a) > 0 for z’ sufficiently large and for zl sufficiently 
small, then cI(u,, , z’a , 0) = cs(u,, , ~a, ox) = - XI, and the solution also 
esists in [cl , ca] as a l-compression followed by a 2-compression. 
3. THE INCLUSION THEOREM 
The inclusion theorem for multiple waves is 
THEOREM 3. If (u, 5) E [e, , cz], then 
kd& v), c&T @)I C [el , c21, 
and if (u, 2’) E [cl , e,], then 
[c,(K C), e,(K V)] C [cl , c2]. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the following inequalities: 
d d 
de, c2@0 9 uo , 4 d -& C2(% 7 01 7 4, 
720 < w, < 2” 
d d 
~-duo , v. , f4 2 de, e&h , z5 , 4, z’o < zll < v; 
d 
dv 
v. > 01 > ZJ; 
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We will prove the first inequality, the others follow similarly. There are 
three possibilities. 
(a) The 2-compression curve coincides with the shock curve in a neigh- 
borhood of z’s and of a. Then we may differentiate the expression 
to obtain 
a du --= 
ax, dv - f a-3(2, - v&l (p’ + u’) (p’(v,) + u’). 
Since the shock curve occurs as part of the compression curve only if 
we have 
- p’(v) < 2 .< - p’(q)), 
(b) In a neighborhood of vO and of v, the 2-compression curve is defined 
by a sequence of waves one of which is a rarefaction. Since 
in a rarefaction and is therefore independent of v,, , we have 
adu o --=. 
az dv 
(c) The definition changes at v,, , that is, for example, c2(u,, , x, v) is a 
shock for z < v,, and a double wave for z > v,, . It follows from (a) and (b) 
and Theorem I that du/dv is still an increasing function of v,, . 
4. INTERACTIONS 
In the introduction we noted that, if p(v) has no points of inflection, then, 
referring to the same characteristic family, two shocks or a rarefaction and a 
shock always intersect. Two rarefaction waves never intersect because 
adjacent edges of the waves are parallel, In fact, such waves are really part 
of the same wave: if ur = ri(uO, v,, , vr), then the function ri(uO , vO , v) coin- 
cides with the function yi(ul , vi , v) for z’ between v1 and vu2 , where vO , vi , 
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and z’s are the three volumes connected by rarefaction waves. If we agree 
to say that such waves are the same, then the interaction statement is 
THEOREM 4. Distinct waves of the same family always intersect. 
We now prove this for multiple waves. Let p1 be the speed of the right 
edge of the left wave, pn the speed of the left edge of the right wave. Let the 
first wave connect a, to 0, , the second wave connect zli to va . It is always 
true that 
Call the left wave ?V1, the other wave Hi,. For definiteness suppose they 
are waves of the second characteristic family. 
(a) Waves of different type. Suppose IV1 is a compression, IVa an expan- 
sion, that is, va < v1 , vs < v1 . If p”(v, +) > 0, then IV1 ends with a jump 
discontinuity satisfying p1 > h(v,). If p”(v, +) < 0, then U’, begins with a 
jump satisfying pz < h(q). 
(b) Waves of the same type. Suppose both are compression waves. We 
need only consider ~“(0, +) < 0. Suppose p1 = h(v,) = pz . If IV, ends with 
a rarefaction and W, begins with a rarefaction or a double wave, then the 
algorithm for continuing c,(u, , v,, , v) from vi to vs is the same as the algo- 
rithm for continuing cs(ur , a, , v) from v1 to v~; so the waves are not distinct. 
This is also the case if IV1 ends with a jump and W2 begins with a rarefaction 
or a double wave and these are the only possibilities. 
We have shown that the left wave overtakes the right wave if they are 
distinct waves of the same family. This means that the Riemann problem 
cannot resolve into distinct waves of the same family so that the l-wave 
2-wave decomposition given in Section 3 is unique of that type. 
We hope to discuss in a later paper the nature of these interactions; how- 
Y 
FIGURE 8 
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ever, suppose the waves keep their form during the interaction. Then just as 
in [4], we can determine the final states from the Ri curves. The result of a 
l-expansion l-expansion collision is indicated in Fig. 8 and 9. 
FIGURE 9 
5. UNIQUENESS 
If the pressure has points of inflection, there may exist several weak solu- 
tions of the differential equations whose discontinuities satisfy the shock 
inequality. This is the case if the pressure is as shown in Fig. 10. If the left 
state is (us, w,,) and the right state is (ui , or), where 
u1= uo - 4Pl ---PO I 1% - 00 I, 
then this Riemann problem has two solutions. One is a simple shock; the 
other consists of multiple waves. 
This situation is well known (see [3], for example). In the case of a single 
conservation law, it is shown in [2] that the extraneous shock is eliminated if 
409/3W14 
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solution is defined by the method of vanishing viscosity. This can also be 
done here if we allow only a special form of viscosity. 
Consider the system 
Ut+Pn=%xr 
vt - u, = 0. 
We want to connect the left state (u,, , q,) to the right state (ul , q) by a solu- 
tion of the form u = U(X - at), v = v(x - CT~). Then 
. . 
u% + p = - a?;;. 
Replace ECJ by E and integrate once from - CL) to get 
uyv - v()) + (p - p,) = - Ei? 
with boundary conditions 
v(- co) = vo, 
v(+ co) = VI . 
This cannot have a smooth solution if u2(v - vO) + p - p, changes sign for 
some v between v0 and v1 . This is just what happens if v0 and vI are as shown 
in Fig. 10. 
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